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SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT 

DUE: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2014 
 

Over the course of the summer, you will be reading and analyzing literature 
from two different genres.  In addition, you will put those ideas down in 
writing and demonstrate your ability to use the text to validate your claims.  
All of these skills will be further developed during the school year.  You will 
continue to read a variety of literature and enhance your ability to read and 
write critically, using the text to validate your claims. 
Assignment#1: 
The Lord of the Flies: (This will count as a test grade on the 1st Marking 
Period) All students are required to read The Lord of the Flies and respond 
to the following essay topic in 2 to 4 pages, using the novel to support all 
claims(see additional requirements on the last page): 
 
Analyze the boys’ transformation into beasts and identify what truth or 
truths about human nature is/are revealed through this change. 
 
***Be sure to quote from the novel to validate claims.  Quoting is a 3 step 
process:  introduce the quoted passage, use the quote, and discuss the quote 
and how it supports your thesis.  Every main point needs evidence from the 
primary source. 
 
EXAMPLE 1:   
 

Harry is subject to cruel treatment at the hands of his Aunt and Uncle:  

“Harry was used to spiders, because the cupboard under the stairs was 

full of them, and that was where he slept”(Rowling 19).  Harry is shoved in 

a tiny closet under the stairs, while his cousin has the use of two 



bedrooms upstairs.   Harry is treated inhumanely by those who should 

love and care for him. 

EXAMPLE 2: 

Life still is not easy for Harry as he begins his journey at Hogwarts.  He 

finds himself wondering, “why did Snape hate him so much?”(Rowling 139).  

Harry is treated poorly by his potion’s master and is left to wonder why a 

man he has never met despises him so much. 

Assignment#2:  Select a play from the list below to read. You are to read 
one of these selections and then will be tested on your chosen play the first 
week of school.  The assessment will count for a test grade for the first 
marking period. 
 

• A Street Car Named Desire by Tennessee Williams 
• Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams 
• A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry 

 
As you read your selected play, you may want to take notes.  You will 
want to take note of all major characters, plot events, setting, themes, 
symbolism, irony, point of view, and anything you believe holds 
significant value to the reading and understanding of the play. Be 
prepared for a test the day the summer assignments are due. 

 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ESSAY 

• Typed 
• Double spaced 
• Length Requirements: 

Essay:  2-4 pages –You cannot exceed or fall short of the page 
requirements. 

• 12 point font / Times New Roman 
(Points will be deducted if the above 4 requirements are not met.) 
 



• Text support to validate claims (Failure to provide text support will 

result in a failing grade on the assignment). When I ask for 
text support I am asking for you to quote the 
text to support all claims. 

Essay:  Every major claim stated in the essay should be 
supported with a quote from the novel.  There should be at 
least one quote per body paragraph 
 

• In September you will submit the Lord of the Flies essay to 
turnitin.com I will provide you the information to enroll in turnitin.com 
during the 1st week of school. 

 
• WHS Plagiarism Policy: 

 
All assignments must be independently completed.  Plagiarism is when 
you present words or ideas of someone else as your own.  Plagiarism is 
a very serious offense.  When you use ideas and information from an 
outside source for an assignment that is submitted for credit, you 
must document that source. 
 
Any graded assignment (e.g. homework, classwork, tests, quizzes, 
research projects, etc) that the teacher deems to be plagiarized will 
result in a zero for the assignment.  Any student that lends his/her 
work to another student to copy his/her work is subject to the same 
consequences.  If the plagiarized assignment makes up 10% or more of 
the marking period grade, then the student has 2 days to rewrite the 
assignment for 50% credit.  If there are more questions regarding 
the plagiarism policy, please refer to page 18 of your agenda book. 

 
LATE POLICY: As part of our new WHS 
procedure if the assignment is not handed in 
on time a 10% grade reduction will occur and 
an academic detention will automatically be 
assigned. 

 


